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SUMMARY Approximate computing (AC) has recently emerged as a
promising approach to the energy-efficient design of digital systems. For
realizing the practical AC design, we need to verify whether the designed
circuit can operate correctly under various operating conditions. Namely,
the verification needs to efficiently find fatal logic errors or timing errors
that violate the constraint of computational quality. This work focuses on
the verification where the computational results can be observed, the com-
putational quality can be calculated from computational results, and the
constraint of computational quality is given and defined as the constraint
which is set to the computational quality of designed AC circuit with given
workloads. Then, this paper proposes a novel dynamic verification frame-
work of the AC circuit. The key idea of the proposed framework is to
incorporate a quality assessment capability into the Coverage-based Grey-
box Fuzzing (CGF). CGF is one of the most promising techniques in the
research field of software security testing. By repeating (1) mutation of test
patterns, (2) execution of the program under test (PUT), and (3) aggregation
of coverage information and feedback to the next test pattern generation,
CGF can explore the verification space quickly and automatically. On the
other hand, CGF originally cannot consider the computational quality by
itself. For overcoming this quality unawareness inCGF, the proposed frame-
work additionally embeds the Design Under Verification (DUV) component
into the calculation part of computational quality. Thanks to the DUV in-
tegration, the proposed framework realizes the quality-aware feedback loop
in CGF and thus quickly enhances the verification coverage for test patterns
that violate the quality constraint. In this work, we quantitatively compared
the verification coverage of the approximate arithmetic circuits between the
proposed framework and the random test. In a case study of an approxi-
mate multiply-accumulate (MAC) unit, we experimentally confirmed that
the proposed framework achieved 3.85 to 10.36 times higher coverage than
the random test.
key words: approximate computing (AC), coverage-based grey-box fuzzing
(CGF), design under verification (DUV) integration, verification, computa-
tional quality

1. Introduction

Approximate computing (AC) has recently emerged as a
promising approach to the energy-efficient design of digi-
tal systems [1]–[7]. While the conventional systems require
exact and completely deterministic computation, AC allows
some loss of optimality in the computed result. This concept
is suitable for a wide range of applications such as digi-
tal signal and image processing, wireless communications,
and machine learning. By exploiting the inherent resilience
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of those applications, AC techniques substantially improve
energy efficiency (e.g. [1]).

After designing the AC circuit, we need to verify
whether the designed circuit can operate correctly under
various operating conditions. In this work, we assume the
verificationwhere the computational results can be observed,
the computational quality can be calculated from computa-
tional results with the given metric, and the constraint of
computational quality is given and defined as the constraint
which is set to the computational quality of designed AC
circuit with given workloads. For example, in the image
processing accelerator, which receives the input image and
outputs the processing image, the above assumptions mean
that the output image can be observed, the image quality
metric such as Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) is given,
the image quality can be calculated for the output image, and
the quality of output image can be compared to the given
constraint, e.g., 30dB of PSNR. Under the above assump-
tions, this paper focuses on the verification of AC circuits
whose computational results can be observed and whose
computational quality can be calculated from computational
results.

Here, the fundamental assumption for the verification
is completely different between the conventional circuit and
the AC circuit. For example, in the conventional circuit, all
paths except for false paths should not cause logic and timing
errors. On the other hand, the AC circuit gives a constraint
in the computational quality and allows the occurrence of
errors as long as the circuit satisfies the target constraint.
Namely, in the verification of AC design, we need to find
fatal logic errors or timing errors that violate the constraint
of computational quality. Originating from the difference
of target errors in the verification, the verification technique
for the AC circuit is still immature compared with the AC
design methodology. Therefore, a novel quality verification
methodology for AC circuits is strongly desired.

Quality verification methodologies of the AC circuit
can be divided into static and dynamic approaches. As
a static approach, formal verification based techniques are
proposed in recent years [8]–[10]. These techniques solve
the satisfiability (SAT) problems and thus find a correction
of errors that violate quality constraints. On the other hand,
a dynamic verification technique prepares the test patterns
and gives them to the target circuit. After running the test
patterns on the circuit, we can obtain the computational re-
sults and judge whether the obtained results are acceptable or
not. Since the dynamic approach is straightforward [11] and
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easy-to-handle, the dynamic verification through the simu-
lation is one of the most widely deployed approaches [12].
However, in the dynamic approach, how comprehensively
the verification is performed heavily depends on the input
test pattern. From this point of view, the efficient generation
of test patterns is crucially important.

Very recently, for improving the test coverage effi-
ciently, Coverage-based Grey-box Fuzzing (CGF) has been
actively developed in the research field of software secu-
rity testing [13]–[15]. CGF is one of the testing technique
called fuzzing [16]–[22]. CGF automatically generates and
executes test patterns that enhance verification coverage by
repeatedly executing (1) mutation of test patterns, (2) exe-
cution of the program under test (PUT), and (3) tabulating
code coverage and feeding back to the next test pattern gen-
eration. CGF improves the code coverage rapidly by keep-
ing the mutation and coverage aggregation lightweight [16].
This feature is quite attractive not only for software testing
but also for hardware verification [23]–[25].

This paper proposes a novel dynamic verification frame-
work of the AC circuit. The key idea of the proposed frame-
work is to incorporate a quality assessment capability into
the CGF. We found that CGF originally cannot consider the
computational quality by itself. In this case, the mutation
could not generate test patterns efficiently that violate the
constraint. For overcoming this quality unawareness in CGF,
the proposed framework additionally embeds the Design Un-
der Verification (DUV) component into the calculation part
of computational quality. Thanks to the integrated DUV
component, the proposed framework realizes the quality-
aware feedback loop in CGF and thus quickly enhances the
verification coverage for test patterns that violate the quality
constraint.

Figure 1 illustrates the expected coverage improvement
thanks to the proposed framework, i.e., a blue curve. As a
baseline, we plotted the random stimulus approach with an
orange curve, which is typically used in the dynamic ver-
ification domain [12]. When we start the verification, the
random test may improve the coverage steadily since a num-
ber of easy-to-activate paths are unexplored yet. Then, if
we continue to run the verification, the random test grad-
ually decelerates since the random approach suffers from
finding paths that rarely activate or scarcely affect the com-
putational quality. On the other hand, the proposed approach
incorporates the coverage-aware feedback loop into the test
pattern generation. Besides, we take into account the com-
putational quality with the integrated DUV component for
the AC verification. Thanks to the CGF and DUV integra-
tion, the proposed framework is expected to accelerate the
verification speed compared with the typical random testing.

The main contributions of this work include (1) the
novel verification framework of AC circuits using CGF and
(2) the quality-aware feedback component thanks to theDUV
integration. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
work that proposes the dynamic verification framework for
AC circuits with CGF†. Moreover, for efficiently finding test
patterns that violate quality constraints, the proposed frame-

Fig. 1 Expected coverage improvement thanks to the proposed verification
framework.

work utilizes the DUV integration. Experimental results
show that the proposed framework achieves 3.85 to 10.36
times higher coverage than the random test.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the assumed verification of AC design and CGF
and highlights the challenges for applying CGF to AC cir-
cuit verification. Section 3 proposes a quality verification
framework of AC circuits using the CGF and DUV integra-
tion. Section 4 compares the coverage between the proposed
framework and the random test. Then, this section discusses
the speed-up effects of coverage improvement thanks to the
proposed framework. Finally, the concluding remarks are
given in Sect. 5.

2. Assumption and Challenges

This section explains the assumed verification of AC circuit
andCGF and summarizes the challenges for applyingCGF to
the AC verification. Section 2.1 highlights the difference be-
tween the verification of the AC circuit and the conventional
circuit. Then, Sect. 2.1 introduces assumedCGF. Section 2.2
discusses the challenges of CGF for verifying the AC design.

2.1 Assumed Verification of AC Design and Fuzzing

First, let us introduce the fundamental difference of the ver-
ification concept between the conventional circuit and AC
circuit using Fig. 2. Remind that, we assume the dynamic
verification where the computational result can be observed,
the computational quality can be calculated from computa-
tional results with the given metric, and the constraint of
computational quality is given and defined as the constraint
which is set to the computational quality of designed AC
circuit with given workloads.

In Fig. 2, three input signals InA, InB, and InC are given
to the adder, and one output signal Y can be observed. Let us
suppose the values of three input signals are 1001(2), 0001(2),

†A preliminary version of this work is presented in [26].
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Fig. 2 (a) In the conventional circuit, any error occurrence is prohibited.
(b) In the AC design, the error occurrence is allowed as long as the compu-
tational quality is acceptable.

Fig. 3 Assumed CGF for C-flavored HDL. CGF automatically searches
the target space by repeating (1) test pattern mutation, (2) PUT execution,
and (3) feedback to the next test pattern generation.

and 0(2). Also, in this example, the quality constraint is set
to the error of Y by less than 15%. In the conventional
design, any logic errors and timing errors cannot be allowed,
as shown in Fig. 2(a). Hence, the verification goal is to
find logic and timing errors as much as possible. On the
other hand, in the AC design, the error occurrence is allowed
as long as the circuit satisfies the quality constraint. For
example, in Fig. 2(b), Y has the error of 10% (= 1010(2)−1001(2)

1010(2) ),
but this error is smaller than 15% and thus acceptable. From
the above, the AC verification aims to identify errors that
violate the quality constraint, which is totally different from
conventional verification.

Next, this section explains the assumed CGF using
Fig. 3. In CGF, the test target space is automatically searched
by repeating (1) test pattern mutation, (2) PUT execution,
and (3) coverage-wise feedback to the next test pattern gen-
eration [13]–[15]. As for the mutation, various strategies
are developed for exploring the target space efficiently, e.g.,
bit-flip, byte-flip, arithmetic operation, havoc, and random
operations in [13]. In the PUT execution, the activated paths
can be measured via the instrumentation codes, which are
inserted by the source code compile. When new paths are
activated in the PUT execution, CGF adds the current in-
put to the queue as an interesting seed for the mutation.
Thanks to the lightweight mutation and coverage feedback
loop, CGF improves the code coverage rapidly [16], which is
quite attractive for the verification. Here, sinceCGFhas been
actively developed in the research field of software security
testing [13]–[15], most of the CGF methodologies are de-
veloped for high-level languages like C language. Based on
this background, this work assumes to verify the AC design
starting from the C-flavored hardware description language
(HDL), e.g., SystemC, CUDA C, and OpenCL.

2.2 Challenges of CGF for Verifying the AC Design

As mentioned in the previous section, CGF measures the
code coverage through the PUT execution. When the cover-
age improves, the current input pattern is incorporated into
themutation. Therefore, the heart ofCGF lies in the coverage
assessment and feedback on test patterns. From this point
of view, if we apply CGF to the verification of AC circuits,
CGF needs to evaluate the code coverage of the AC circuit,
taking into account the computation quality. However, we
found that CGF originally cannot consider the computational
quality by itself, which will be explained using Listing 1 as
an example.

Listing 1 Code example of AC adder written in SystemC

1 int sc_main (int argc, char *argv[]) {
2 sc_signal<sc_uint<4>> InA, InB;
3 sc_signal<bool> InC;
4 sc_signal<sc_uint<5>> Y;
5 AC_Adder *AC_Adder1;
6 AC_Adder1 = new AC_Adder ("AC_Adder1");
7 (*AC_Adder1)(InA, InB, InC, Y);
8
9 return 0;
10 }

Listing 1 shows a code example of an AC adder written
in SystemC, where three input signals InA, InB, and InC,
and one output signal Y are used, similar to the example in
Fig. 2(b). Lines 2 to 4 are the input and output declaration.
Lines 5 to 7 correspond to the instantiation of the AC adder
module. For simplicity, the content of AC adder module is
omitted in the example. From Listing 1, we can see that the
HDL of pure AC adder does not include any mechanism to
evaluate howmuch calculation error occurs at output, e.g., Y.
If CGF fails to acquire the violation condition of quality con-
straint, the target coverage information cannot be corrected
appropriately. In this case, the mutation could not generate
test patterns efficiently that violate the constraint. On the
other hand, in the verification of AC circuit, we need to find
test patterns that violate the computational quality constraint
as discussed in Sect. 2.1. Therefore, for applying CGF to
the quality verification of AC circuits, the countermeasure
for evaluating the quality-aware code coverage is crucially
important.

3. Proposed Verification Framework

In this section, we propose a quality verification framework
for AC circuits using CGF. The key idea of the proposed
framework is to incorporate the quality assessment capability
into the CGF. The proposed framework embeds the DUV
component into the quality calculation part of HDL and thus
enables CGF to evaluate whether the quality constraint is
satisfied or not. Thanks to theDUV integration, the proposed
framework realizes the quality-aware feedback loop in CGF
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Fig. 4 An overview of the proposed framework. The proposed framework
incorporates the quality assessment capability into the CGF via the Design
Under Verification (DUV) integration.

and thus quickly enhances the verification coverage for test
patterns that violate the quality constraint. Note that in
this paper, we focus on the test pattern-level coverage of
AC circuits, whose most fine-grained definition is given as
follows.

Cov =
N vio
detect

N vio
total

, (1)

where Cov is the test pattern-level coverage, N vio
total

is the
total number of test patterns that violate the constraint for the
computational quality, and N vio

detect
is the number of detected

test patterns that violate the constraint for the computational
quality in the verification, respectively. Note that for large-
scale circuits, deriving the coverage denominator (N vio

total
)

may not be feasible. One possible alternative approach is
to use more abstracted coverage metrics such as statement
coverage, branch coverage, or conditional coverage. For
example, if the verification items are defined based on the
hardware design specifications and operating scenarios, we
may be able to use assertion-based coverage, i.e., verification
items are described using assertions, and the coverage against
the assertion description is derived in the verification.

Figure 4 shows the overview of the proposed frame-
work. As inputs, the proposed framework receives the hard-
ware described in C-flavored HDL and the target compu-
tational quality. First, the proposed framework inserts the
DUV component into the received HDL. Next, the HDL
with the embedded DUV component is passed to the CGF.
In the CGF, PUT is performed, and then the coverage is
derived taking into account the target quality. Finally, the
proposed framework outputs the results of CGF, such as the
coverage and test patterns that violate the constraint.

Figure 5 shows the overview of proposed DUV inte-
gration. For the hardware description of AC circuits, the
proposed framework embeds the DUV with the following
three steps: insert the bridge between the test cases given
from CGF and the input test patterns for HDL (step 1), add
the evaluation mechanism of the computational quality, and
comparison part of the computational quality and its con-
straint (step 2), and integrate the classification component of
the test pattern based on the computational quality (step 3).
The following subsection further describes the DUV integra-
tion using an example. It should be noted that the proposed
DUV integration can be performed on AC circuits whose
computational results can be observed and whose computa-
tional quality can be calculated from computational results
according to the given quality metric.

Fig. 5 An overview of the proposed DUV integration. The proposed DUV
integration consists of three steps.

3.1 DUV Integration for CGF

This section explains the implementation and contribution of
DUV integration using an example of Listing 2, which adds
the DUV component to the pure AC adder, i.e., Listing 1.
Note that, in the example, the quality constraint is set to
the error of Y. In Listing 2, Lines 3 to 10 correspond to the
inserted bridge (step 1). Lines 15, 21 to 23, and 27 are added
for evaluating the computational quality and for comparing
the quality to its constraint (step 2). Lines 28 to 30 are the
classification component of the test pattern (step 3).

First, we explain the bridge part between the mutated
test cases and the input pattern to HDL (step 1). We high-
light that this bridge is the essential part for constructing the
feedback loop, as shown in Fig. 3. Let us see the example
of Listing 2. First, the bridge part saves the input character
string from CGF (Lines 3 and 4). Then, the stored string is
converted to an integer type (Lines 5 and 6). Note that in
Line 6, the integer value is normalized by 29. After that, in
Line 10, the test pattern to the adder is updated by referring
to the integer, e.g., using the pre-defined look-up table. Fi-
nally, the test pattern can be successfully given to the input
of adders in Line 25. In summary, thanks to the bridge, the
mutation by CGF can be reflected directly on the input test
patterns to HDL.

Listing 2 Code example of AC adder with DUV integration

1 int sc_main (int argc, char *argv[]) {
2
3 char buf[8];
4 if (read(0, buf, 8) < 1) { exit(1);}
5 int value = *(int*) &buf[0];
6 int input = value%(1<<9);
7 int a, b, c = 0;
8
9 //Update a, b, c referring to input.
10 TestPatternGenerate(input);
11
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12 sc_signal<sc_uint<4>> InA, InB;
13 sc_signal<bool> InC;
14 sc_signal<sc_uint<5>> Y;
15 sc_signal<sc_uint<5>> EX_Y;
16
17 AC_Adder *AC_Adder1;
18 AC_Adder1 = new AC_Adder ("AC_Adder1");
19 (*AC_Adder1)(InA, InB, InC, Y);
20
21 EX_Adder *EX_Adder1;
22 EX_Adder1 = new EX_Adder ("EX_Adder1");
23 (*EX_Adder1)(InA, InB, InC, EX_Y);
24
25 InA.write(a); InB.write(b); InC.write(c);
26
27 if ( |Y - EX_Y| > ERROR_TH){
28 if (input == 0){;}
29 else if (input == 1){;}
30 ...
31 }
32
33 return 0;
34 }

Next, the quality evaluation and test pattern classifica-
tion parts are discussed (steps 2 and 3). In this example, for
calculating the computational quality, the proposed frame-
work integrates the accurate circuit component (Lines 15
and 21 to 23). Then, the computational results in the AC
component are compared with the accurate result for deriv-
ing the error (Line 27). When the error exceeds the given
threshold value, the input test pattern is analyzed (Lines 28
to 30). More specifically, our framework inserts conditional
branches of the input test patterns for recognizing the exe-
cuted pattern. For example, in Listing 2, 512 (= 29) branches
could be enumerated at most. Since the CGF marks each
branch at the compile time and traces the executed branch in
PUT phase, the above branch description enables the CGF to
sum up the branch coverage that violates the computational
quality. From the above, thanks to the computational quality
evaluation and classification of test patterns, the proposed
framework realizes the quality-aware feedback loop in CGF
and thus the quality verification of AC circuit.

Here, another important consideration is that the
quality-aware CGF may reduce the verification time. Let
us explain the expectation with Fig. 6. As previously dis-
cussed with Sect. 2.1, the AC verification aims to identify
errors that violate the quality constraint. From this point of
view, the total number of errors we need to find could be dra-
matically reduced compared with the conventional circuit.
Furthermore, since the proposed DUVmechanism classifies
test patterns according to the computational quality, as ex-
emplified in lines 27 to 30 of Listing 2, CGF can perform
the mutation for test patterns that violate the constraint of
computational quality. Remind that CGF can utilize deter-
ministic mutations such as bit-flip and arithmetic operation
[13] that changes the test pattern locally and thus enables the
neighborhood exploration. In this case, CGF can efficiently
search the neighborhood of test patterns that violate the con-

Fig. 6 By focusing on errors that violate the computational quality, the
quality-aware CGF efficiently searches the neighborhood of test patterns
that violate the constraint, reducing the verification runtime.

straint. Based on the above consideration, we expect that
quality-aware CGF supported by the proposed DUV accel-
erates the dynamic verification. Section 4.3.2 discusses the
speed-up effect thanks to the quality-aware DUV integration.

4. Experimental Evaluation

This section evaluates the trade-off relationship of the pro-
posed framework between the verification runtime and cover-
age. Section 4.1 describes the evaluation setup. Section 4.2
shows that the proposed framework improves the verification
coverage compared with conventional random testing. Then,
Sect. 4.3 discusses the coverage improvement effect thanks
to the proposed framework.

4.1 Evaluation Setup

In this work, we design two approximate multiply-
accumulate (MAC) units, where the numbers of input bits
are 3 and 4, respectively. For both MAC units, the number
of accumulation clock cycles is set to 5. As the AC tech-
nique, we select the bit-width scaling, which is one of the
most popular approaches for the area and power reduction
[27]–[30]. Then, for the 3-bit MAC unit, we truncate the
least-significant bit (LSB) of inputs. Similarly, we truncate
the first and second LSBs of inputs for the 4-bit MAC unit.
This circuit was implemented with the SystemC language.
Next, we add the DUV component to the approximate MAC
units as explained in Sect. 3.1. In this work, we add a quality
constraint of the computational error in approximate MAC
result. Namely, we used the following equation to derive the
computational error.

error =
|Rac − Rex |

Rex
, (2)

where Rac represents the computational results of approxi-
mate MAC unit, and Rex is the golden results of exact MAC
unit. We prepared four constraints of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4 for
the error threshold, e.g., ERROR_TH in Listing 2. Note that
the above constraints are just an example, and the proposed
framework can cope with other settings in the same manner.

Then, for taking into account the quality-aware cover-
age, the branch insertion is performed, e.g., lines 27 to 29
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Table 1 The denominator of verification coverage. We prepare 8 (= 2 × 4)
different settings for the experimental evaluation. Note that the numerator
of the coverage is the number of covered pairs in the verification, e.g., PUT
executions.

error = 0.1 error = 0.2 error = 0.3 error = 0.4
3 bit 11,421 11,260 8,436 4,751
4 bit 212,616 212,304 209,253 156,031

in Listing 2. Here, if we naively enumerate all the combi-
nations of test patterns, the number of branch descriptions
exponentially explodes with the number of input bits and
accumulation clock cycles. For example, for the 3-bit MAC
unit and the 4-bit MAC unit, when the number of accumu-
lation clock cycles is set to 5, the maximum numbers of
branch description are 2(3+3)×5 ' 109 and 2(4+4)×5 ' 1012,
respectively. For mitigating this issue, this paper focuses
on the compressed coverage metric, which is similar to the
multiplexer-aware coverage [23] or register-wise coverage
[25]. More specifically, as the coverage metric, we focus
on the pair of the accumulated result until the fourth clock
cycle and the input test pattern in the fifth clock cycle. For
example, in the 3-bit MAC unit, the multiplication result in
one clock cycle ranges from 0 to 49, and the accumulated
result until the fourth clock cycle ranges from 0 to 196. In
this case, the maximum number of combination pairs is less
than 197 × 64 (=2(3×2)) ' 104, which is much smaller than
2(3+3)×5. It should be noted that the compressed coverage
was prepared for the experimental evaluation as just an ex-
ample. For large-scale circuits, this coverage metric may not
be utilized since deriving the denominator of coverage may
be difficult, as previously explained in Sect. 3.

Table 1 shows the numbers of target pairs, i.e., the
denominator of verification coverage. For each set of the
approximate MAC unit and error constraint, we preliminary
evaluate whether each test pattern belonging to the pair vio-
lates the error constraint or not. If a test pattern included in
the pair violates the constraint, we add the pair to the target
pair, i.e., the denominator of verification coverage. Note that
the numerator of the coverage is the number of covered pairs
in the verification, e.g., PUT executions.

As the CGF tool, we select AFL 2.52b [13] and in-
corporate the AFL in the proposed design. By running the
PUT in CGF, the quality-aware branch coverage can be ob-
tained. As the initial test pattern for the CGF tool, we used
one American Standard Code for Information Interchange
(ASCII) character, which was randomly generated. Note
that other initial test patterns and CGF tools [14], [15] can be
similarly utilized in the proposed framework. As a compari-
son, we select a typical random approach and implement the
approach using the Mersenne Twister library of the C++ lan-
guage. Then, for both the proposed framework and random
approach, we performed 6-hours PUT execution. Note that
for each set of the approximateMACunit and error threshold,
we performed 6-hours verification. Consequently, the trade-
off relationships between the runtime and quality-aware cov-
erage are quantitatively evaluated. In this evaluation, we use
a computer machine equipped with Ubuntu 16.04 LTS and

AMD Ryzen Threadripper 3990X 64-Core Processor.

4.2 Evaluation Results

Figures 7 and 8 show the comparison results of the trade-off
relationship of the runtime and coverage between the ran-
dom test and the proposed framework. Note that Figs. 7 and
8 are the comparison results in the 3-bit and 4-bit approxi-
mate MAC units, respectively. In both figures, blue lines are
the trade-off relationship of the proposed framework, and
orange curves correspond to the random approach. From
Figs. 7 and 8, we can see that the proposed framework sig-
nificantly improves the coverage compared with the random
test. For example, if we focus on the runtime of 21,600
seconds in Fig. 7(a), the proposed framework achieves the
coverage of 69.79% while the coverage of random approach
reaches only 18.09%. In other words, at this runtime, the
proposed approach achieves 3.85 times higher coverage from
18.09% to 69.79% than the random test. Similarly, with the
approximate 4-bit MAC unit, the proposed framework accel-
erates the verification speed and achieves 7.46 to 10.36 times
higher coverage at the runtime of 21,600 seconds, as shown
in Fig. 8. From these results, we experimentally confirm that
the proposed framework achieves the significant coverage
enhancement.

Another important observation can be seen from the
comparison between Figs. 7 and 8. That is, the required
runtime enlarges as the bit width increases. For example,
in Figs. 7(d) and 8(d), for achieving the 20% coverage with
3-bit and 4-bit approximate MAC units, the proposed frame-
work requires 46.28 seconds and 3,345 seconds, respectively.
As summarized in Table 1, the number of target pairs sig-
nificantly increases with the bit width expansion. Due to
the target pair increase, the coverage improvement speed de-
grades. Recently, for improving the coverage or accelerating
the verification speed of CGF, various techniques, e.g., hy-
brid fuzzing [31] and importance sampling based fuzzing
[15], have been developed. Enhancing the intrinsic veri-
fication speed of the proposed framework using the above
techniques is one of our future works.

4.3 Discussion

The evaluation results in Sect. 4.2 showed that the proposed
framework achieved the significant coverage improvement.
Let us investigate the results in detail.

4.3.1 Effectiveness of CGF

As previously discussed in Sect. 1, CGF generates test pat-
terns for enhancing the code coverage via the mutation,
which is totally different from random testing. For examin-
ing the effectiveness of the test pattern generation by CGF in
more detail, we analyzed the trade-off relationship between
the number of PUT iterations and the coverage.

Figures 9 and 10 show the comparison results of trade-
off relationship between the number of PUT iterations and
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Fig. 7 Trade-off comparison between the proposed and random approach in the approximate 3-bitMAC
unit. (a) error = 0.1, (b) error = 0.2, (c) error = 0.3, and (d) error = 0.4. The proposed framework
significantly improves the coverage compared with the random approach.

Fig. 8 Trade-off comparison between the proposed and random approach in the approximate 4-bitMAC
unit. (a) error = 0.1, (b) error = 0.2, (c) error = 0.3, and (d) error = 0.4. The proposed framework
significantly improves the coverage compared with the random approach.

Fig. 9 Comparison of trade-off relationship between the number of PUT
iterations and the coverage in the 3-bit approximateMAC unit. (a) Proposed
framework and (b) Random approach. Compared to the random approach,
the proposed framework improves the coverage with smaller number of
PUT iteration, which indicates the effectiveness of CGF.

Fig. 10 Comparison of trade-off relationship between the number of PUT
iterations and the coverage in the 4-bit approximateMAC unit. (a) Proposed
framework and (b) Random approach. Compared to the random approach,
the proposed framework improves the coverage with smaller number of
PUT iteration, which indicates the effectiveness of CGF.

the coverage for 3-bit and 4-bit approximate MAC units,
where Figs. 9(a) and 10(a) are the trade-off relationship of

the proposed framework, andFigs. 9(b) and 10(b) correspond
to the random approach. Note that we record the relation-
ship between the number of PUT iterations and verification
runtime, and thus obtain Figs. 9 and 10 from Figs. 7 and 8,
respectively. From both figures, we can see that the proposed
framework improves the coverage with a smaller number of
PUT iterations compared to the random testing. For exam-
ple, in Fig. 9(a) and (b), when the error constraint is set
to 0.4, the proposed framework achieves the 20% coverage
with 3.80 ×104 times PUT iterations whereas the random
testing requires 7.38 ×106 times. Namely, at this coverage
point, the proposed framework reduces the number of PUT
iterations by second orders of magnitudes compared to the
random approach. Such a significant reduction indicates that
the feedback loop for test pattern generation by CGF accel-
erates the verification. From the above, we experimentally
confirm that the proposed framework improves the coverage
quickly thanks to the efficient CGF.

4.3.2 Effectiveness of the DUV Integaration

Lastly, we investigate the effectiveness of DUV integration
in terms of the branch insertion strategy. As previously dis-
cussedwith Fig. 6 in Sect. 3.1, the required time consumption
for dynamic verification is expected to be reduced by focus-
ing on errors that violate the quality constraint. Based on
this expectation, we implement the DUV component, which
does not take into account the quality constraint, e.g., re-
move lines 26 and 30 in Listing 2. Then, we compared
the trade-off relationship between the runtime and cover-
age for discussing the effectiveness of quality-aware DUV
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Fig. 11 Coverage improvement thanks to the quality-aware DUV integra-
tion. (a) 3-bit approximate MAC unit, and (b) 4-bit approximate MAC
unit.

integration. Note that the identical CGF is utilized in the
comparison. Figure 11 shows the comparison result where
the error constraint is set to 0.4. From Fig. 11, we can see
that the proposed framework achieves a better trade-off be-
tween the runtime and coverage. For example, in Fig. 11(a),
the proposed framework improves the coverage from 27.23%
to 95.74% by 3.51 times at the runtime of 21,600 seconds.
Similarly, in Fig. 11(b), the proposed framework improves
the coverage by 18.1 times at the runtime of 21,600 sec-
onds. These results indicate that the quality-aware feedback
in the CGF is well supported by the quality consideration
of the proposed DUV integration. From the above, we ex-
perimentally confirm that the proposed framework improves
the coverage efficiently thanks to the quality-aware CGF and
DUV integration.

5. Conclusion

This paper proposed the novel dynamic verification frame-
work of the AC circuit. The key idea of the proposed frame-
work is to incorporate the quality assessment capability into
the CGF via the DUV integration. Thanks to the integration
of DUV component, the proposed framework realizes the
quality-aware feedback loop in CGF and thus quickly en-
hances the verification coverage for test patterns that violate
the quality constraint. In this work, we quantitatively com-
pared the verification coverage of the approximate arithmetic
circuits between the proposed framework and the random
test. In a case study of the approximate MAC unit, we exper-
imentally confirmed that the proposed framework achieved
3.85 to 10.36 times higher coverage than the random test.
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